
WELCOME
O a s i s  P h o e n i x



My name is Nick. I am a proud Arizonian who loves the outdoors. My favorite pastimes
include golfing, hiking, and backpacking. Whether you are here for business or pleasure,
Phoenix has a lot to offer, I am happy to provide recommendations for golf courses,
restaurants, nightlife, tourist attractions and road trips also! My goal is to provide you
with the highest level of service so that you have an unforgettable experience in my
home. If you are looking to move here or buy an investment property, I would gladly
assist you, I am a licensed real estate agent with Hague Partners

I have worked tirelessly to constantly improve my home to offer all my guests an
unforgettable, one of a kind vacation experience. I have been enjoying vacation rentals
long before Airbnb was a thing, I believe staying in a home is a much better way to travel
and enjoy a new place. 

iI hope you find all you need in this guidebook to have a happy and memorable trip to
Phoenix/Scottsdale.  

Hello

Thanks,

NickSwanson



Parking Security 

Turn South onto 7th street (right from Eastbound or left from Westbound) 
Continue  1/4 a mile  to Utopia Rd and turn left 
Continue another 1/4 a mile to 10th street and turn left 
House is just past the bend in the road, look for the large palm.  

My home is,conveniently located off the 101 Freeway at 7th Street.  

You make park in the driveway, garage
or on the street. Garage opener is
located on kitchen counter to open the
garage during your stay.  

Directions

Check-In

No cameras are present on the
property for your privacy,  I am close
with the neighbors, they will send my
security to address noise complaints if
guests do not obey quiet hours. Front
door auto locks, pool gate has a key if
you choose to lock it. Please lock all
doors and windows whenever leaving. 

Check in after 3:00 PM
Check out by 10:00 AM 



Wifi

Oasis

pool time



 Local Contacts

  

Phoenix PD Non Emergency  

Deer Valley Emergency Room

Banner Urgent Care  

Phoenix Fire Department

Poison Control

 
602.262.6151

 
623.879.6100

 
623.465.6360

 
602.495.5555

 
800.222.1222

For Emergencies Dial 911

Email:AZSTRhost@gmail.com 

 House Contacts
Emergency Host Contact  

A/C Doctors (air conditioning)  

Arizona Heat Pest Service  

Famous Pools   

 
 

480.710.2449
 

602.899.0408
 

602.603.4598
 

602.654.0718
.

tel:800.222.1222
tel:800.222.1222


House Guide

Please feel free to use the laundry machines on site. There are all necessary supplies provided
free of charge.  

Laundry

Pool Gate
Pool gate can be opened by pulling up on the top knob, then push in. If you have kids, please
use the lock. Use the pool at your own risk. Owner assumes no liability.  Pool toys are located
in the closet to the left when you first walk in. 

Mail + Delivery

Trash + Recycling

Temperature

Amazon orders will be delivered to the front. If you get mail, please let me know and I will
asvise you how to get access to the mailbox across the street.  

Air conditioning unit will not cool past 70 degrees. Please set to 80 when you leave to conserve
energy. Thermostat is located to the left in the main hallway.  

Trash and recycling are picked up on Fridays. Cans are located to the left of the property if you
are looking from the street or the right directly out of the garage. Please take out all trash at the
end of your stay to the cans on the side yard. 



Dishwasher

Coffee Maker and Keurig Pods 

Cleaning pods are under the sink. Regular cycle runs over 2 hours so plan accordingly if
starting a cycle!

Kerrigan pods are provided (about 6 per stay) and there is a coffee pot to make drip coffee as
well. 

Air Mattress and Extra Linens 

BBQ Grill

Living Room and Master Bedroom Lights 

The air mattress and extra linens can be found in the hall bathrooms closet. Please deflate air
mattress if it is used. 

The living room fan and light are controlled by switch and remote. The remote is by the kitchen
counter and the switch is by the kitchen table.  Master bedroom lights are switch and TAP
controles. You just need to turn on switch and tap to activate. 

Propane grill is provided for guests to use with care. Let me know if the propane is out and I
will replace it for you. Do not use the grill under the patio.  



Please leave all dirty towels on the
ground and leave used beds unkept or
stripped. 

Please set the thermostat to 80:degrees
and make sure all doors and windows
are shut. 

Laundry

Air Condotioner 

Please take all trash and recycling
outside to the right of the garage at the
end of your stay.  

Please wash all dishes and start the
dishwasher upon check out. 

Trash + Recycling

Dishes

Check-Out
Please check out by 10:00 AM 



Amenities

Hair dryers
Iron and ironing board
Kitchen Appliances: Toaster, Blender,
Pancake Griddle, Keurig + Drip Coffee
Machines, Brita, and kitchen utensils
Washer and Dryer with detergent
Bathroom toiletries: shampoo,
conditioner, body wash, and hand soap 
Bath towels, pool towels and hand
towels

Extra sheets 
Extra toiletries: toothpaste,
toothbrushes, hair brushes and combs 
Phone chargers or other power cords
Sunblock 
Bug Spray 
Extra Propane for Grill or Fire Pit 

Items Currently Available

Items Available by Request

We provide a variety of household
items for you to use during your
stay. Please let us know if you need
assistance locating these items or
additional items. 



Outdoors & Patio
Pool is to be used AT YOUR OWN RISK. No lifeguard is on duty. Guests assume all
liabilityusing the pool.  

Guests can use the hammock in the games closet to the left of the front door on the
pegs on the patio and the first palm tree. 

Fire pit is propane fueled. Please use a long stick lighter provided to ignite the flame.
The automatic igniter is not enough, you need to use a lighter to get it started. Make
sure to turn off the propane when you are done under the pit.  

Pool 

Corn Hole 

Lawn Games 

Hammock

Corn hole bags are located in plastic bins to the left of the patio slider. Please do not
leave the bags outside in the elements they will decompose.  

You will ding giant wooden Jenga, large cup pong, frisbees, volleyball, smash ball, and
much more! 

Fire Pit 



No running in the Pool area.  

No glass in the Pool area.  

No unattended children in the pool area.  

No diving into the pool.  

Please shower before using Pool.  

Do not leave Pool toys in the Pool overnight.

Do not pull the Pool skimmer out.

Pool sweep is located near the equipment.

Pool light is activated with white remote.  

Do not leave Pool light on overnight.  

Pool to be cleaned every THURSDAY morning. 

Pool Information 



Inside Fun
The collection of board games is
located on the shelf in the lower level.
Games expertise ranges from Candy
land and Sorry to Catan and Pandemic. 

There are various book shelves around
the house. Books for children are
located in the second bedroom
upstairs. 

Extra large dining table has 6 chairs
with 2 more for seating for 8 total. Get
everyone together for a meal or a family
card game. 

You will find poker chips and playing
cards for your group to get your
hold’em on. 

Board Games Smart TVs

Big Kitchen TablePoker Chips 



No smoking of ANY kind indoors.  

No parties, only 9 people allowed on premises max.

Please watch your noise 10 PM- 6 AM, I do have
neighbors   
No underage drinking.  

No glass outside, use the plastic dishware.  

 Keep doors closed when AC is running. 

Do not flush hygiene products or wipes down the toilet

House Rules
MOST IMPORTANT RULES
please refer to rental agreement all rules 



Eat In

Amazing Chinese takeout or delivery spot located just around the corner.
Everything is just so good! The crab puffs are to die for as is the teriyaki chicken.
10 out of 10 recommend!

Try some of Phoenix's best dishes at independent pizzerias in the city. This classic
local favorite spot serves authentic dishes or family favorites.

You will find high quality meats and great delivery.  Best Mediterranean I have
had in Phoenix. Original Recipes, Marinades, Sauces and Hummus Dips.  

Description of what the restaurant serves. Make a recommendation about your
favorite dishes from this place. Also let guests know where to find the menu or
print one out for them.

Description of what the restaurant serves. Make a recommendation about your
favorite dishes from this place. Also let guests know where to find the menu or
print one out for them.

Area receives orders from DoorDash, 
Grubhub, and Postmates. 
Or call in take out and enjoy at home.

Dragon Bowl 

Natalino Italian Restaurant 

Chicago Gyros 

Jersey Mikes  

Dominos Pizza 

623.829.7668

602.789.8044

602.978.4976

602.866.6930

602.788.7300

1010 E Sequoia Drive 
Phoenix, AZ 85024 



Restaurants 
 With twelve locations throughout Arizona, it’s easy to find one
close by! Enjoy an ice cold beer and watch the game, or sink
your teeth into a juicy one-of-a-kind burger, or you can build
your own! Cold Beers & Cheeseburgers is your ideal
neighborhood burger joint!

Postino is fueled by a collection of individuals passionate about
creating a space for people to connect. Their restaurants feature
familiar yet inspired surroundings, wine appropriate for both the
most casual and sacred of gatherings, and a menu that satisfies
all your cravings.

Family crafted rich Italian tastes with artisan ingredients for 40+
years. From pizza and pasta to fresh salads and decadent
desserts, we offer classic Chicago-style dishes and unique
Arizona creations.

Delicious, clean foods that taste fresh and made with care and
with high quality ingredients. Always fast service. Love the
ambiance and decor. Great selection of menu items. Good wine
drinks. Feels like a a good mix of casual lunch bistro and nice sit-
down restaurant. Great for casual business meetings.

Cold Beers and Cheeseburgers 

Postino  

Spinato’s Pizzeria and Family Kitchen 

Flower Child 



Attractions  
The Arizona State Capitol in Phoenix, Arizona, United States,
was the last home for Arizona's Territorial government, until
Arizona became a state in 1912.

Taliesin West was architect Frank Lloyd Wright's winter home
and studio in the desert from 1937 until his death in 1959 at the
age of 91. Today it is the headquarters of the Frank Lloyd Wright
Foundation. Open to the public for tours, Taliesin West is
located in Scottsdale. 

LorPapago Park has many great hiking trails and attractions like
the Big and Little Buttes, Hole in the Rock, and Papago
Amphitheater. If you are an outdoorsy type person, you will love
this park located near ASU, Tempe Town Lake, and Old Town
Scottsdale

Discover the tranquil vibrancy of 50,000 desert plants nestled
amid the red rocks of the Papago Buttes at Desert Botanical
Garden. Visitors can stroll through five thematic trails to explore
the fascinating beauty of Sonoran Desert plant life, from
towering cacti and alluring succulents to brilliant wildflowers
and lush trees.

Arizona Capitol  

Taliesin West 

Papago Park

Desert Botanical Garden 



Grocery Stores
731 E Union Hills Dr, Phoenix, AZ 85024. 

Bashas' is a family-owned grocery store chain, primarily located
in Arizona

13440 N 7th St, Phoenix, AZ 85022

Large chain grocery store, prices are a bit higher here than other
options. 

330 W Bell Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85023

Open 24 hours. Huge selection of products, great prices. 

16806 N 7th St, Phoenix, AZ 85022

Stockup on all the essentials and outdoor gear and plenty of
groceries here too, just not an amazing selection. 

Bashas‘

Safeway 

WinCo 

Target  



Family Activities 
Wow this probably one of my favorite aquariums that I visited. 
 Such a great place to spend time with family, individually, or as
a group. There is something for everyone! The rotating aquarium
is very unique and spectacular.Lots of different species of
sharks and fish to see.  

Arizona Science Center is one of the nation's premier science
and education destinations. The Center features more than 300
hands-on exhibits, live demonstrations, state-of the art
Dorrance Planetarium, a five-story IMAX(R) theater, and rotating
exhibitions. 

Nestled on 125 acres within beautiful Papago Park the Zoo
features over 3,000 animals, including Bornean orangutans,
Asian elephants, Sumatran tigers, Komodo dragons, Masai
giraffes and many more — it is like no other place in the Valley!
With outdoor cafés, shops, lush gardens, water, your visit will be
memorable for the entire family..

Hurricane Harbor Phoenix is Arizona’s biggest ‘n’ best water
park. Located on Pinnacle Peak Road, off I-17, the park is the
largest in the state featuring more than 30 exhilarating
attractions for families and thrill seekers alike. 

OdySea Aquarium  

Arizona Science Center  

Phoenix Zoo 

Six Flags Hurricane Harbor  



Shopping
Experience upgraded amenities and immerse yourself in a
collection of destinations, including H&M, PINK by Victoria’s
Secret, AMC Theatres, Barnes & Noble, Barrio Queen, Breakfast
Kitchen Bar, Copper Blues Live, ComicX, Dave & Buster’s, Flower
Child, Old Navy, Target, Thirsty Lion, and much more.  

Kierland Commons is a unique, upscale Main Street lifestyle
center that artfully blends retail shopping, dining and
entertainment. This one-of-a-kind center boasts over 70 high-
end specialty stores such as Anthropologie, Michael Kors,
Sundance, Crate & Barrel, Sur La Table, Tommy Bahama and Z
Gallerie. 

Shops at Norterra is a 350,000-square-foot shopping center
with more than 40 diverse shopping, dining and entertainment
venues. The shopping center is located in scenic north Phoenix
at the northeast corner of I-17 and Happy Valley Road

Trendy, open-air shopping offering one-of-a kind eateries, and a
splash fountain set within a beautiful backdrop. The center is
home to more than 80 national and local retail, dining, and
entertainment destinations and hosts numerous events and
activities throughout the year.

Desert Ridge Marketplace

Kierland Commons

The Shops at Northterra 

Scottsdale Quarter 



Golf Courses
 As the PGA TOUR stop with the largest crowds of any golf event  
the Stadium course, which was renovated in 2014, is most
famous for its par-3, 16th hole that transforms into “The
Coliseum” during the tournaments and provides fans with one of
the most exciting settings in professional sport. “Play where the
pros play” 

Great golf course which is not listed on “GOLFNOW”. It is very
close by and they also have a 9 hole par 3 course for beginners
or a quick round. Located in North Phoenix on the edge of
Glendale about 12 minutes away.  

 The award-winning Lookout Mountain Golf Course sits among
the magnificent North Phoenix Mountains and offers panoramic
views of graceful Arizona landscape. 

with 36 holes designed by Sir Nick Faldo and Arnold Palmer,
Wildfire Golf Club offers an upscale golf course in Phoenix,
Arizona, situated in the high Sonoran desert. The club delivers a
target golf experience at JW Marriott Phoenix Desert Ridge
Resort & Spa.

TPC Scottsdale 

500 Club

Lookout Mountain  

Wildfire  



Museums & Galleries 
The collection of over 15,000 musical instruments and
associated objects includes examples from nearly 200 countries
and territories, representing every inhabited continent.

The mission of the Heard Museum is to be the world’s
preeminent museum for the presentation, interpretation and
advancement of American Indian art, emphasizing its
intersection with broader artistic and cultural themes

The National Historical Fire Foundation is a museum dedicated
to the historical preservation of firefighting equipment used
through the years around the world. The museum's artifacts
were originally the private collection of George F. Getz Jr., who
opened the original Hall of Flame in Wisconsin in 1961.

Phoenix Art Museum’s permanent collection galleries are drawn
from more than 19,000 works of American, Asian, European,
Latin American, Western American, modern and contemporary
art, and fashion design.

Musical Instrument Museum

Heard Museum

 Hall of Flame Museum

Phoenix Art Museum 



Coffee Shops
Seattle based chain coffee restaurant. Several locations nearby
including a drive through pictured. 

True to the box Best Donuts in Arizona. Located around the
corner from the house, very affordable and SUPER GREAT
donuts and danish. 

Biscuits Cafe specializes in coffees, tasty omelettes, homemade
biscuits and gravy, soups, salads and gourmet hamburgers.

Family-owned bakery offering from-scratch Eastern European
breads, desserts & filled burek pastries.One of the best cups of
coffee I've had in a long time in the valley! This hidden gem
offers fresh baked treats daily!

Starbucks 

Bosa Donuts

Biscuts Cafe  

Balkan Bakery 



Scenic Roads and Spots
Experience the best Sedona scenic drives along the Red Rock
Scenic Byway and the Oak Creek Canyon Scenic Road. You
cannot go wrong anywhere in Sedona, it’s beautiful at every
turn.  

Begin this scenic venture by driving northeast from Phoenix to
the mountain town of Payson, climbing 4,000 feet into Rim
Country. The scenery is dominated by the nearby Mogollon Rim
—a dramatic escarpment on the edge of the Colorado Plateau
that looms 2,000 feet over the towns below.

There is no more iconic road in America than Route 66. To
experience the best that the “Mother Road” has to offer, take a
road trip on Route 66 in Arizona. Here, the 300-mile drive offers
most of what makes this travel back in time so memorable. You’ll
see National Parks like the Petrified Forest and Painted Desert.

Home to the world-famous Grand Canyon, one of the best-
known natural wonders of the world, Arizona showcases some
of the most dramatic scenery in the country. The much-
photographed Monument Valley, volcanic fields, and gorgeous
rock formations highlight different stages of Earth’s geology.

Sedona 

Payson 

Historic Route 66

 Grand Canyon South Rim Scenic Drive



Sports Stadiums 
State Farm Stadium is a multi-purpose stadium in Glendale,
Arizona, United States, west of Phoenix. It is the home of the
Arizona Cardinals of the National Football League and the
annual Fiesta Bowl. 

Chase Field, formerly Bank One Ballpark, is a retractable roof
stadium in Downtown Phoenix, Arizona. It is the home of Major
League Baseball's Arizona Diamondbacks. 

American Family Fields of Phoenix is the home for the Brewers
Spring Training games. This award-winning Cactus League
facility, nestled in the west side of Phoenix, is a state-of-the-art
complex with ample parking and easy access.

Sun Devil Stadium is an outdoor football stadium on the campus
of Arizona State University in Tempe, Arizona, United States. It
is home to the ASU Sun Devils football team of the Pac-12
Conference. The stadium's seating capacity  is 53,599

State Farm Stadium  

Chase Field 

Milwaukee Brewers Spring Training 

Sun Devil Stadium  



Bars & Clubs
Old Town Scottsdale Gem. This  hangout boastsindoor/outdoor
bars, local beers & pub grub, plus pool tables, darts & live music.

Dierks Bentley’s Whiskey Row is an American Gastropub unlike
any other. In a crowded space, Dierks Bentley’s Whiskey Row
stands out with award winning food & drinks, exhilarating
nightlife, and a rock & roll attitude inspired by Dierks himself.

Indoor/outdoor club with a Las Vegas vibe offering daytime pool
parties, bottle service & DJ nights.

Located in Downtown Phoenix, this modern spin house & hip-
hop tunes in this bustling bi-level club that features an open-air
top floor.

Boondocks 

Dierks Bentley Whiskey Row

Maya 

Bar Smith 



Music Venues
Located on downtown Phoenix’s Van Buren Street, which was
once the route for multiple highways and home of Arizona’s first
drive-in movie theater, The Van Buren is a new addition to the
local music and arts scene. 

Enjoy a 60-tap draught beer menu and some blues music at
Copper Blues in downtown Phoenix. The bar features everything
from domestics to their own in-house brew and views of the
downtown skyline. The popular CityScape spot features live
band karaoke, blues bands, and more.

Valley Bar is located in a notable downtown building
constructed in 1949 on Central Avenue just north of Adams
which was once the home The Hub art galleries, Sub Cultural
Arts Center (where Sound Garden, Green Day and Bad Brains
played their stage), famed Bickoff’s Deli and the Theater Triad.

This fabulous live-music and entertainment venue features plush
seating for 650 including private booths and tables. The
Showroom is the hottest, most intimate spot for seeing headline
performers in Scottsdale.

The Van Buren

Copper Blues  

Valley Bar 

The Showroom at Talking Stick 



Breweries
Lake Pleasant Brewing Company is a family-owned brewery
located conveniently at the 101 and 17 freeways. The large
indoor taproom has great arcade games (free), corn hole, and
games plus GREAT BEER.  

This place is awesome! They have a great selection of beers and
the service is amazing. There are plenty of tables to hang out at
and the ambiance is really cool.Located in North Phoenix close
to the airport. 

This brewery is tucked away in an industrial plaza off of Happy
Valley Road. It looks like it might be small when you see it from
the parking lot but once you go inside, it is a pretty big space
that also offers a back room space that can be rented out for
larger groups!  

Easygoing beer garden with a large patio for German fare,
imported draft beer & live music. 

Lake Plesant Brewing Company  

Simple Machine Brewing Company 

Front Pourch Brewing  

Edelweiss Biergarden 



Hiking (not for summer)

The Lookout Mountain Summit Trail is a short 0.6 miles (or 1.2
miles round trip). This makes it a great little workout trail for
anyone who wants to get in a little elevation gain without the
time commitment or necessary endurance of the larger
mountains in the area.

Done as an out-and-back hike, this trail is 4.2 miles in total, with
an elevation of approximately 1,000 feet. You will find amazing
views from the peak, but it can be very hot if it’s above 90:out.I
would not attempt

Check out this 0.9-mile loop trail near Phoenix, Arizona.
Generally considered a moderately challenging route, it takes an
average of 38 min to complete. This is a popular trail for birding,
hiking, and trail running, but you can still enjoy some solitude
during quieter times of day

Hiking trails of varying difficulty lead to 2 summits for scenic
views, plus a visitor center. There are 2 different parking lots,
the second lot closer to the path has some benches with covers
and 2 portable bathrooms. The path going to the pavement is a
little rough and has lots of rocks. Pet friendly, the view at the
top is beautiful.

Lookout Mountain Summit Trail

Toms Thumb Trail

Shadow Mountain Peak Trail

North Mountain Park



Social  Media Spots
Hotel Valley Ho is full of vibrant colors and mid-century modern
style. The Hollywood themed mural is located in the courtyard. 

One step into this intimate museum will have you falling
immediately in love. From the exterior-meets-interior design
elements by Dalek to the rotating exhibits of Claudio Dicochea,
Luis Alfonso Villalobos, and more, there is so much to
experience at SMoCA

Roosevelt Row Community Development Corporation exists to
advance arts-focused initiatives for artists, entrepreneurs and
residents, cultivating creative space within a sustainable
Roosevelt Row Arts District.

Old Town Scottsdale is full of historic buildings with interesting
desert architecture. It’s an easily walkable area and is great to
explore at any time of the day to discover some of the hidden
secrets in the side streets.

Always Sunny in Scottsdale Mural 

Scottsdale Museum Contemporary of Art 

Roosevelt Row 

Old Town Scottsdale

https://shopdalek.com/


“This house was a great way to get away and beat the beat. The
beds were comfortable and there were plenty of them! Extra
bedding was great, clean, and easy to find. Pool was fun and
clean. This place is great for larger groups!”

- Amanda July 2022

Reviews
Thank you for staying with us!

”Very spacious. Me and my husband came for our honeymoon.
Cleanness: Great! Location: As a traveler coming to a place I do
not know, I never felt unsafe. I liked the area, it's a nice suburb.
Close to everything you need. Accuracy: Everything as stated.
Check in: Went perfect! Overall 5 stars, we are already planning
a trip to come back!”

- Michaela May 2022

This house is imcredible and we hope to stay here yearly.
Definitely one of those places you do not want to leave. And
perfect for afamily vacation stay.”

- Matthew April 2022 

Great place, great location, great communication! When doing
my research for a place to stay it’s the things they have to offer
while away from home. This home was everything and more.
Hands down a great place to be while staying in Phoenix. Thank
you for hosting my family and I. Will definitely  be back again
❤ .”

- Carlina October 2021



Thank you for choosing to stay at my home I know there
are a lot of choices when it comes to vacation rentals.  

Please let me know if I can improve your stay in any way, I
strive for all 5 star reviews. 

Check out my direct booking website at Oasisphoenix.com
for lower direct booking rates than through Airbnb or
Vrbo.  

Thank You!

Nick Swanson 



Let's Be 
Social

Please use #OasisPhoenix

@azstrhost

@azstrhost



oasisphoenix.com
Lowest Rate Guranteed. Secure payments through PayPal or
Stripe. No booking fees. 


